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I hate the work “Selfie.” This new concept is everywhere. Not only are people tweeting, but over the last 
year or so, everyone seems to taking pictures of themselves and tweeting them. This seems awfully self-
indulgent.  Yet, maybe it’s a good thing to take a hard look at yourself once in a while. Maybe taking a 
selfie gives you a chance to modernize yourself, maybe even re-invent yourself.  
 
Utilities need to reassess their practices particularly in this age of rapid change in climate, renewable 
resources and technology.  One area that utilities might want to a hard look at is their GIS.  After all, 
utilities have been using GIS for ages.  So here are my seven ways that utilities can modernize their GIS. 
 
1) Take a selfie of your GIS 
 
Now’s the time to question is my GIS really doing what I want it to do.  Is the GIS simply a technology to 
map your old operating maps faster and neater.  Are you still printing those old maps and mailing them 
to the district offices. Okay, so maybe you create a pdf and email them. Are you not leveraging the latest 
technology such as the cloud, imagery, smart phones and tablets?  Is your editing process slow and 
cumbersome? If the answers to your selfie questions are all yes, then it’s time to change things and fast. 
 
2) Use the GIS to Solve Business Problems not Mapping Problems 
 
Most utilities still use their GIS in their operating areas and only for a few work flows, like outage 
management or distribution design. Think about how many of the utilities problems have something to 
do with location.  How about where are their places where workers could get hurt. Or how about 
mapping tweets of really unhappy customers.  What if we mapped crime statistics from a web service 
from the police department’s GIS against streetlight outages?  That would be interesting. 
 
3) Stop thinking about GIS as an application –it’s a platform 
 
Since a modern GIS is a platform, it is meant to be integrated with the rest of the company’s business 
systems.  The old GIS is a client server system that is hard to integrate with other systems.  It’s not hard 
anymore.  Business systems need location – they get that by collaborating with the GIS, not by awkward 
extract, transform and load processes.  Rethink and simply the architecture.  Use web services. Leverage 
the wealth of data from the web from around the corner to around the world. 
 
4) Stop building custom GIS applications 
 
Most people don’t know that GIS is about spatial and location analytics  - out of the box. Today’s GIS 
built on platform technology is about configuration, not customization – there are templates or third 
party providers for nearly every utility work flow around and if not, it’s pretty easy to create your own 
with simply configuration tools that come standard with the GIS, in this case with Esri’s ArcGIS.   
 
5) Simply your asset data model 
 
Most utility data models are too complicated. One of my colleagues likes to describe the old fashioned 
GIS like a blueberry muffin, with too many blueberries in it.  It’s too heavy.  Every time a utility builds a 
new application, they add more and more to the data model.  Modernize by only having the barest 



minimum of attribute data in the model.  Don’t duplicate data that lives in other corporate systems.  If 
you need the data in an app  - get it then.  Don’t assume just because you want to see data in your GIS 
display, the data has to leave in your GIS.  Remember simple scales, complex fails. 
 
6) Stop Building Your Own Base Maps 
 
When utilities first built their digital mapping systems, they digitized the base maps – streets, landmarks, 
parcels, water bodies.  The problem was that those old systems had no accurate coordinate system, 
probably pre-dated GPS and will never be right.  Bite the bullet and use the many accurate base maps 
available from Esri on line for free.  Sure you will have to adjust your asset information, but in the end it 
will save you lots of time and aggravation.  Plus, you wont have to store, manage and edit that data 
every again.  If you need to data about proposed new street plans, fine, store it in the GIS on a separate 
layer.  Then once it is in the basemap, dump it. 
 
7) Fix your data 
 
It makes no sense to have a comprehensive GIS with all kinds of features if the data stinks. Data issues 
continue to plague the utility industry.  All the features and functions will be useless if the data is 
incorrect, incomplete or out of date.  We go out of our way to build complexity into the data model then 
populate it with bad data 
 
So that it’s, take a selfie of your GIS, then modernize it.  Learn more about how to modernize your GIS at 
www.esri.com\utilities 
 


